Opening of pheromones: Open with care – Pheromones must not be damaged!

The pheromones are delivered in aluminium packaging. Only the aluminium bag may be opened. Please note the handling instructions for the respective pheromone type! Example:

Handling of pheromones:

**Standard dispenser:** Open with care – Do not damage the pheromones!

The standard dispenser (e.g. Ipsowit Standard, Chalcowit Standard) is a pheromone flake enclosed in a transparent plastic bag. This bag is delivered in an aluminium packaging. Only the aluminium bag may be opened.

**ATTENTION:** The plastic bag with the pheromone flake must not be damaged. The special plastic ensures controlled diffusion of the pheromones to the outside. If the bag is damaged, the liquid pheromones would evaporate within a few days and the specified duration of effect could no longer be ensured.

The pheromone flake is hung in the trap with the plastic bag.

**Storage:** Unused pheromones must always be stored at temperatures below zero.

**Tube dispenser:** Open with care – Do not damage the pheromones!

On delivery, the pheromone tube (e.g. Kombiwit tube) is enclosed in an aluminium bag. Only the aluminium bag may be opened.

**ATTENTION:** The tube itself must not be damaged, cut open or punctured! The special plastic ensures slow diffusion of the pheromones to the outside. If the bag is damaged, the liquid pheromones would evaporate within a few days and the specified duration of effect could no longer be ensured.

The pheromone tube is hung in the trap according to the respective product description. In case of the MultiWit® bark beetle slit trap, for example, the pheromone is hung in the trap body (approx. lower third).

**Storage:** Unused pheromones must always be stored at temperatures below zero.

**Ampule dispenser:** Open with care – Do not damage the pheromones!

On delivery, the pheromone ampule (e.g. Pheroprax®, Chalcoprax®) is enclosed in an aluminium bag. Only the aluminium bag may be opened.

**ATTENTION:** The ampule itself must not be damaged, cut open or punctured! The special plastic ensures controlled diffusion of the pheromones to the outside. If the bag is damaged, the liquid pheromones would evaporate within a few days and the specified duration of effect could no longer be ensured.

The pheromone ampule is hung in the trap according to the respective product description. In case of the MultiWit® bark beetle slit trap, for example, the pheromone is hung in the trap body (approx. lower third).

**Storage:** Unused pheromones must always be stored at temperatures below zero.
**Rubber plug:** Open with care – Do not damage the pheromones!

The pheromone plug is taken out of the aluminium packaging and inserted into the trap according to the respective description. Example: In case of WitaTrap® Delta Super, the pheromone plug is adhered to the centre of the sticky base. The rubber plug must not be punctured or cut open.

**Storage:** Unused pheromones must always be stored at temperatures below zero.

---

**Pheromone rod:** Open with care – Do not damage the pheromones!

The pheromone rod is taken out of the aluminium packaging and inserted into the trap according to the respective description. The pheromone rod must not be punctured or cut open.

**Storage:** Unused pheromones must always be stored at temperatures below zero.

---

**Pheromone bottle:** Open with care – Do not damage the pheromones!

The pheromone bottle (e.g. GLV Plus) is enclosed in a transparent plastic bottle. This bottle is delivered, for example, in aluminium packaging in a white container. Only the aluminium bag and the outer packaging (e.g. white container) may be opened.

**ATTENTION:** DO NOT open the screw cap of the bottle. The bottle must not be cut open, punctured or otherwise damaged. The special plastic ensures controlled diffusion of the pheromones to the outside. If the bag is damaged, the liquid pheromones would evaporate within a few days and the specified duration of effect could no longer be ensured.

The pheromone bottle is hung in the trap with the included wire.

**Storage:** Unused pheromones must always be stored at temperatures below zero.

---

**Pheromone vial:** Open with care – Do not damage the pheromones!

On delivery, the pheromone vial (e.g. Bactrowit, Dipowit) is enclosed in an aluminium bag. Only the aluminium bag may be opened. For the desired attraction effect, 2 microlitres of fluid in the vial or at the sides of the flask are sufficient. For this reason, the fluid is not visible and there is only a light smell.

**ATTENTION:** DO NOT open the cap of the vial. It must not be cut open, punctured or otherwise damaged. The special plastic ensures controlled diffusion of the pheromones to the outside. If the vial is damaged, the attractant would evaporate within a few days and the specified duration of effect could not be ensured.

The pheromone vial is simply hung in the trap with a wire or a string.

**Storage:** Unused pheromones must always be stored at temperatures below zero.

---

**Storage of pheromones:**

The product must be stored inside its original packaging (usually aluminium) in a cool, dry and well-ventilated location. Protect from heat and ignition sources.

**Recommended storage:** at temperatures below zero, e.g. in a freezer.